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For construction projects, budgets accurately and
promptly prepared and updated facilitate material purchas-
ing,effective cost control and timely account settlement.
A large percentage of the work involved in budgetting is
repetitive and requires little judgement. By separating
the repetitive from the conceptual work, the former can be
carried out by less experienced quantity surveyors and thus
at lower cost. By standardization and computerization of
the budgetting process, further economy and higher efficiency
can be gained.
Nearly all companies in Hong Kong compole project
budgets manually. The few that resort to the computer are
using computers of at least supermini capacity. This study
perhaps repesents the first attempt to devise a computer
system for budgetting cmploying a microcomputer.
This report describes the data specification and file
organization aspects of system design, the features of the
microcomputer selected, the process of converting Bill of
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In the construction industry, each project is unique
Ln its own right. Buildings differ in their locations, in
:he foundations upon which they are erected, in sizes,
Shapes, and layouts of functional areas, in the materials
ised in various parts of the building, etc. The production
information for each project is thus also distinct.
Production information is embodied in a set of Contract
Documents consisting of Drawings, Specifications, Conditions
of Contract and Bills of Quantities (abbreviated as 13Q).
The Drawings show the form and construction of the works, and
the Specification describes all materials and workmanship.
The Bill of Quantities comprises lists of items necessary for
completing the works. Each item carries brief descriptions
of the type of material, workmanship, dimensions, location,
quantity of the item and other relevant information. For
illustration, a page from a Bill of Quantities and another
from a Specification are shown in Appendix 1 and 2 respectively.
1.2 Variation Work
Production information is almost invariably incomplete
when a contract is awarded, owing to the uniqueness and com-
plexity of most projects, unforeseen conditions encountered
during the course of construction, and the lack of sufficient
time allowed for producing the Contract Documents. Modifi-
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cation of the original design frequently occurs during con-
struction, and involves changes in quality and quantity of
work included in the Contract. This type of work is known
as variation, and the extent of work can be described by
BQ items. There are two types of variations, IVO and EVO
but we need not go into details about the classification for
the purpose of this Report.
1.3 BQ Items and Budgets
BQ items are convenient units for quantification and
costing. In a BQ, items are categorized by trades, e.g.
bricklayer, plasterer, concretor, etc. and each item is
made up of such components as material, labour, plant, etc.
By quantifying the BQ items, a quantity budget of the com-
ponents can be obtained through conversion formulae, e.g.
100 tons of cement, 200 tons of steel bars, etc. Given
prices, we arrive at$ budgets for the BQ items or the
components. For different purposes, quantity or$ budgets
would be required for the original contract work (Original
Budget) or for variations (Variation Budget). The structure
of a budget is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The foregoing description can be further clarified by
reference to Appendix 1. Appendix 1 describes the Concretor
trade for the construction of staircases. This trade can be
sub-divided into Formwork Erection, Reinforcement Fixing
(not shown in Appendix 1) and Concreting. Item A states the
estimate of 48 cubic metres of Grade 30 concrete in stair-
case walls 200mm thick. The rate of $200 per cubic metre
is the tender price, which includes the profit, and the
costs of the labour, plant and materials required to make
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the concrete, place it in position and compact it according
to the requirements of the Specification. The specification
of Grade 30 concrete is covered in the Specification. If
it takes 400 kg of cement and 1,800 kg of aggregate to make
one cubic metre of Grade 30 concrete, 48 cubic metre requires
19,200 kg of cement and 86,400 kg of aggregate. These material
quantities are elements of the material quantity budget.
Cement quantities for all BQ items requiring it would be added
up to arrive at the total for purchasing. A delivery schedule
for cement will be derived based on the Construction Program.
In the course of construction, quantity control will be
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FIG. 1 STRUCTURE OF A BUDGET
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1.4 Scope of the Study
The purpose of the study is to analyze the project
budgetting process and the related information requirement,
and to design a computer system such that budgets will be
prepared more economically and efficiently than can be
achieved manually.
1.5 Organization of this Report
Chapter 2 begins with a description of the arithmetic
work required in converting BQ item quantities into component
quantities. Such component quantities are elements of
budgets. Computerization saves time and money, and also
facilitates purchasing, cost analysis and control, and account
settlement.
In the following chapter, a general description of the
computer system is given. Major functions performed by the
system are discussed and the main operating procedures are
condensed in an operation flowchart.
Chapter 4 is on data base. Specification of data and
organization of files in the Master and Project Diskettes
are covered in detail.
Chapter 5 continues to elaborate on the main facilities
available from the Master Diskette, and puts them in context
in a system flowchart.
Selection of hardware, and features of the computer
system chosen are briefly stated in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
presents sample runs and lists output reports. The final
chapter concludes by anticipating the sequel of the work of




2.1 Conversion of BQ Items to Components
A BQ item can be broken down into components-
quantities of materials, labour and plant service. The
contractor needs to know the quantities of various materials
for purchasing and the amount of labour for subletting.
Thus the quantity surveyor has to convert BQ items into
the component quantities through appropriate formulae, and
then aggregate the quantities of the same component from
all the BQ items.
In practice, this is a three step process.




(in cubic metres, MJ)
20mm screed to wall
20mm screed to columns
(in square metres, M`)
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2. Conversion of Accumulated BQ Items into Material Quantities
C x Formula 1 kg cement
kg sand
kg aggregate
S x Formula 2 kg cement
kg sand
kg lime





In any project there are usually several hundred BQ
items and over a hundred components. As the conversion
and summation involve voluminous arithmetic and paper work,
computerization would provide an economical and efficient
solution to budgetting.
2.2 Benefits of Computerization
1. Money and Time Saved
Preliminary estimates by the writer show that the present
manual budgetting time can be reduced.by at least 35%
by implementing the proposed computer system. The cost
saving is expected to exceed 40% because much of the
coding and input operations can be carried out by suitably
trained, but much less experienced quantity surveyors than
are currently employed in budgetting.
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2. Purchasing
The materials contained in the quantity budget of a
typical project numbers more than a hundred. Vast
amount of arithmetic and time-consuming work are required
to arrive at this budget. In the turbulent Hong Kong
environment in which drastic price changes can occur
within a short period, early availability of the quantity
budget would leave the Purchasing Section more time to
secure better bargains.
The time between issuance of variation order and execu-
tion of variation work is often short. Variations occur-
ring in the course of construction of a complicated
project may run into hundreds. If the amount of material
required is estimated expeditiously with a computer,
delay to progress is minimized.
3. Cost Control
Control of wastage on site is very critical to the profit
of a contractor. To effectively monitor consumption of
materials on site, an interim quantity budget is required.
This interim budget can be calculated from the (total)
quantity budget by multiplying total quantities with the
relevant percentages of work done. For the interim
budget to be a valid control tool, variations must be
incorporated into the budget in time for monitoring.
Both the establishment and validity of the interim budget
can be conveniently and promptly achieved by computerization,
Furthermore, with effective interim control, many hidden
problems could be brought to management attention in time
for prompt corrective action to be taken.
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4. Settlement of Variations and Final Account
The proposed system produces a detail record for each
variation, including material quantities and estimated
costs. Budgets can be updated by incorporating variations
as the latter arise. Delay in settling variations and
final account is thus reduced, and so is the financing
cost.
5. Cost Analysis
Data abstracted from the outputs could provide informa-
tion for future cost analysis when tendering for similar
projects. By comparing actual usage with budget quantity,
the accuracy of formulae can be checked and improved.
This leads to more accurate budgetting, better cost
control, and more competitiveness in bidding.
2.3 Need for Computerization
The functions mentioned in 2.1 have so far been per-
formed manually. In the present property slump, and amid
cut-throat competition in the construction industry, the
search for higher efficiency and better control has been top
priority. Every per cent of the total cost counts, and one
per cent can make the difference between winning and losing
a bid, or between making a profit and suffering a loss. By
computerizing the aforesaid manual operations, budgets can
be compiled and control effected more accurately, timely
and economically, thereby improving competitiveness of the
company. In good times,. computerization adds to the profit
margin in bad times, it may affect survival. It is now
a necessity to computerize.
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CHAPTER 3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
3.1 General Description
Computerization of the budgetting function could have
been carried but on the parent company's main-frame computer.
This has the advantage of sharing part of the data base which
has been created for the accounting system. HIowever,lack of
autonomy, waiting time, and other restrictions lead us to
decide on using a separate computer. Because of the simple
computations required and the limited amount of data pertain-
ing to a cost centre (a part or complete project), a micro-
computer with 64K bytes memory, and auxiliary data storage
capacity of 256K bytes is adequate. The hardware selected is
described in chapter 6
There was no suitable software package available in
the market. It was thus necessary to write a computer
program. Pascal was the language chosen. As many BQ items
are very common, the data relating to these items together
with other common information are stored in the Master
Diskette. Information that is unique to a particular
project is stored in the Project Diskette. For convenience
and ease of management, each Project Diskette contains data
of one cost centre only. The Data Specification, and organi-
zation of files in Project and Master Diskettes, are detailed
in Chapter 4. The main facilities provided by the Master
Diskette are described in Chapter 5.
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3.2 Major Functions
The computer system performs the following major
functions:
1. Compile quantity or$ budgets based on the original set
of Contract Documents
2. Compile quantity or$ budgets for variations
3. Update budgets by incorporating variations
4. Produce reports listings
The structure of budgets is the same as that indicated
in Fig. 1.
3.3 Input, Processing output
The basic input for the system consists of:
1. Non-standard component codes
2. Conversion formulae for breaking down non-standard BQ
items described as non-standard BQ item specification
3. Quantities for all BQ items (standard non-standard)
4. rmmnnnPnt nricPs
Input is through the keyboard of a 12 screen monitor.
Given the above input, the computer would synthesize quantity
and$ budgets as required.
Hard copies of reports and listings are obtained from
a line-printer.
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3.4 Standard Input Forms
Standard components and standard BQ item specifications
were prepared and stored in the Master Diskette for use by
all projects. Thus no standard forms need to be provided
for them. To keep documentation cost to a minimum, after
many trials, the number of standard forms was reduced to
four.
xppenaix iOriginal Budget InputForm A
Standard/Non-standard BQ Items
Appendix 4Non-standard BQ Item SpecificationForm B
Appendix 5Variation Order InputForm C
Appendix 6Operation RecordForm D
3.5 Operation Flowchart
Fig. 2 summarizes the main operation procedures in
an operation flowchart.
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Each Project Diskette can contain the budget for only
one particular cost centre which can be the whole or a part
of a project. The structure of a budget is indicated in
Fig. 1.
Cost Centre
3 characters- alphanumericCost Centre Code
60 charactersJob Title
Budget/Variations










5 or 7 digits fixed lengthBQ Item Code
For 5-digit BQ Item Code, the system
will actually interpret as 7-digit
BQ Item Code with the last two digits
being "0".
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-sub-division of a trade
Examples are shown in Appendix 7
Unit Code 2 characters
30 charactersDescription
Component
Component Code 9 digits
The last digit is a check digit of
modulus 10 with weight 12121212.
The composition of 9-digit block code





The file organization employed in the System is Index
Sequential. Data records are accessed randomly with pointers
kept in Index Files maintained online in alphanumeric sequence
by application programs. Tree structure multi-level Index










FIG. 3 TREE STRUCTURE INDEX FILE
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4.2.2 Master Diskette
In the Master Diskette, there are 5 files containing
Standard BO Items and Components described as follows:-
1. Standard Trade Description MFUN.DAT
The file can hold upto 99 trade entries each of which
may carry a maximum of 250 standard BQ Items.
2. Standard BQ Item Index File MWRK.INX
This is the BQ Item index pool with pointers to enter
the Standard BQ Item file. It has three index levels
making a maximum capacity of 2,016 BQ Items.
3. Standard BQ Item Data File MWRK.DAT
Each BQ item data record can contain upto 10 components
and their quantities.
4. Standard Component Index File MITM.INX
The structure of this file is similar to the Standard
BQ Item Index File but has four index levels. This
file has a maximum capacity of 22,000 components.
5. Standard Component Data File MITM.DAT
It contains component codes, unit codes and titles of
standard components.
4.2.3 Project Diskette
Whilst the Master Diskette contains common information,
the Project Diskette accommodates data specific to a parti-
cular project, such as cost centre, budget, non-standard
items and variations details. The Project Diskette has
twelve files*
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The following four files have correspondingly the same
layouts as those of the Master Diskette.
CWRK.INX1. Non-standard BQ Item Index File
CWRK.DAT2. Non-standard BQ Item Data File
CITM.INX3. Non-standard Component Index FilE
and,
CITM.DAT4. Non-standard Component Data File
5. Project Description CFUN.DAT
Apart from the trade entries each of which keeps a list
of Non-standard BQ Items, the Project Description file
also contains cost centre information such as the cost
centre code, job title, budget update counter number,
construction area, history of budget revisions and all
the variations descriptions and remarks.
6. Component Price Index File CIPN.INX
Same structure as the Component Index File.
7. Component Price Data File CIPW.DAT
Contains component unit price information.
8. Integrated Project Index File FUNCTION.FIL
IVO, EVO and Interim.
BUDGET.FIL9. Budget Data File
IVO.FIL10. IVO Data File
EVO.FIL11. EVO Data File
INT.FIL12. Interim Data File
These data files contain detail BQ Item quantities of
each trade entry.




There are four main facilities available in the MastE
Diskette:-
1. Date Amendment
2. Common Master Functions
3. Cost Centre Initialization
4. Cost Centre Functions
The relationship between these facilities within the
system is depicted in Fig. 4, the System Flowchart.
5.1 Date Amendment
As*there is no real-time clock in the System, the user
is required to input the working calendar date for record
purpose. The system treats the record date as valid until
the next amendment of data.
5.2 Common Master Functions
There are four common master functions
1. Component Input and its listing
2. BQ Item Specification and its listing
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5.2.1 Standard Component Input and Listing
During component input, the component code is validated
by the check digit and wrong code is rejected.
If the component is not on file, the user is required
to input its unit code and descriptions.
If the component is on file, its unit code and descrip-
tion will be displayed. The user has the option to amend,
delete or maintain unchanged the data text.
Full or partial listing of components can be effected.
5.2.2 Standard BQ Item Specification and Listing
Before BQ item is input, user is to quote the trade
code. If the trade is on file, the trade title is desplayed.
Inputting the BQ item No., the accompanying formula is shown
containing BQ item description and its components. The user
can amend, delete or maintain the data text unchanged.
If the trade is not on file, the trade title, BQ item
and component details need to be input to create a new
Formu1a.
5.3 Cost Centre Initialization
This program initialises a Project Diskette for a parti-
cular cost centre and creates all 12 files in the Project
Diskette.
If a new diskette is used, it should be initiated by the
System Formatter. Alternatively, an old diskette can be used
after its files have been erased with the ERA command. The
next step is to copy the PIP:COM file to this empty diskette.
The PIP:COM file is a copy program for future back-up purpose.
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The diskette is now ready for cost centre initiali-
sation and the user is required to specify all cost centre
information.
5.4 Cost Centre Functions
The programme allows a selection of nine functions.
l.% Non-standard Component Input
2. Non-standard BQ Item Input
3. Original Budget Input






The Cost Centre Reports Listings (Item 9 above)
contains seven functions.
1. Non-standard Component Listing
2. Non-standard BQ Item Listing
3. Original Budget Analysis
4. Variation Record (IVO EVO)
5. Details of Variations (IVO EVO Analysis)
6. Interim Budget Analysis
7. Component Unit Price Listing
For convenience, the above functions are described in
detail in the following under combined headings.
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5.4.1 Non-standard Component Input and Listing
The input and amendment processing is the same as that
of Standard Component Input and Listing.
5:4.2 Non-standard BQ Item=Input and Listing
The input and amendment processing is the same as that
of Standard BQ Item Input and Listing.
In addition the system will search the specified com-
ponent initially through the Non-standard Component File.
If the component is not found, the search will be continued
through the Standard Component File.
5.4.3 Original Budget Input, Analysis and Revision
This is the input of the original budget data. For
every BQ Item entered, it will be searched from the Non-
standard BQ Item File, and if not found, then from the
Stanard one
Before the original budget is updated by variations,
the budget data can be amended anytime, and the Original
Budget Analysis printed. Once updating occurs, no amend-
ment to the original budget is allowed.
5.4.4 Component Unit Price Input and Listing
The list of components that appear in the Original
Budget Analysis (component basis) can be used to build up
the Component Unit Price Data File when the pricing infor
mation is inserted.
This pricing function is optional, and no other func-
tions are affected by the absence of this file.
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5.4.5 IVO/EVO Input and Analysis
The entry of BQ Items for IVO and EVO is similar to
that for Budget Input. The user is required to key in the
description of and particular remarks on the variation.
Variations Analysis can be activated anytime. Amend-
ment to the variation is not permitted once the variation
has been used for budget revision.
Updating counter number is shown on the report only
for those variations already used for revisions.
5.4.6 Variation Record
This Record is in essence a table of contents of
variations, A system generated counter number is sequen-
tially assigned to variations and kept in the History File,
it can be viewed by activating the Variation Record.
5.4.7 Variations and Budget Revision
Only one variation is used for each budget revision
run. The user has an option to delete the variation or keep
it on file after it has been used for budget revision.
Again, after each budget revision, neither the budget
not the variation which constitutes the revision can be
5.4.8 Interim Input and Analysis
The input and analysis processing is similar to that
for Budget Input. There are two important differences.
The interim can be amended anytime, and the user has an
option to input a percentage to any BQ Item or an actual
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6.1 General Hardware Requirement
A microcomputer with the following accessories would
suffice for the execution of this system (Fig. 5):
1. Microcomputer with the following features:
a) 64K bytes memory
b) able to house two single or double,sided drives
c) wide choice of software
d) processor with no wait states
2. Monitor




*** The microcomputer actually used was SB/80 (supplied b
Digital Research).
6.2 Features of the Computer System selected (bii/du)
L. Primary Storage




3. Operating System Software
Operating System Software is supplied on the master disk
which are required for the basic operation of the computer.
It includes the CP/M operating system, as well as a number
of 'utility' programs. CP/M stands for Control Program
for Microprocessors. It allows the operator to conveniently
use all of the hardware resources provided by the computer.
For example, it will read and process information from
the keyboard, send text to the printer, and display
information on the CRT. In addition, it will perform
internal chores, such as managing the disc space, or
managing the computer's memory space.
4. Auxiliary Storage
Floppy disks (diskettes) are used and they are 8 in
diameter, single-sided, double density and have a data
storage capacity of 256 bytes/32 sectors.
5. CP/M System Master Disk
This is a double-density disk and can store approximately
600K bytes of information.
6. Filenames
All files are referenced by an eight-character filename'
and a three-character file type extension.
7. File Types
There are several file types that have a special meaning
to CP/M, and they must be used for their specific purposes
only. Examples are:
.COB COBOL source code
.LST CBASIC, listing
.PAS Pascal language source code
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8. Disk Director
CP/M keeps track of the records in a given file on the
disk directory. The directory has an entry for each of
the files on the disk, which describes both the length,
and location of the files. Files are created/erased by
writing/erasing a directory entry
9. Dynamic File Allocation
This is the facility for assigning disk space as a file
gets larger, and reclaiming disk space as a file gets
smaller.
10. Command Structure
SB/80 CP/M will execute two types of commands, resident
and transient. Resident commands are the commands whose
programs are permanently part of CP/M and may be used at
any time. They can be used to print a directory of the
disk, erase a file from a disk, rename a file, type out
the contents of a file and save the contents of memory
to disk.
Transient commands are commands whose programs, being






FIG. 5 ARRANGEMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE
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CHAPTER 7
SAMPLE RUNS AND REPORTS
7.1 Sample Project
The project selected, C.W.I.L. No. 1, is a multi-
storey reinforced concrete factory building currently under
:onstruction. The sample BQ items are all related to
-7inishina work.
7.2 Sample Runs
The input consists of the original budget, two vari-
ations (EVO 6 7), interim budget, and unit prices. Steps
as indicated in the Operation Flowchart (Fig. 2) were
followed in executing the programme.
7.3 Reports
Twelve reports were printed from the sample run, and
indicated below. They are shown in Appendix 9 to 20.
In designing these reports, much consideration was given
to readability, conciseness and adequacy of the information
presented.
Report:
Non-standard BQ Items Listing1.
Component Unit Price Listing2.
Original Budget (BQ item basis)3.
Variation Record4.
Details of Variation (BQ item basis), EVO 65.
Details of Variation (component basis), EVO 66.
Details of Variation (BQ item basis), EVO 77.
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8. Details of Variation (component basis), EVO 7
9. Updated Budget Analysis_(BQ item basis)
10. Updated Budget Analysis (component basis)
11. Interim Budget (BQ item basis)




The newly developed computer system using a micro-
computer is expected to save both time and money in the
budgetting of project costs. It should also benefit
material purchasing, project cost control and account
settlement.
When an experienced quantity surveyor has mastered the
application of this system, he can delegate the coding and
input work to junior quantity surveyors. Having offloaded
much of the routine and repetitive work, he will have more
time for analyzing actual project costs and for improving
the accuracy of the conversion formulae. This will bring
about rearrangement and shift in emphasis of duties among
the quantity surveyors.
As over 50 percent of the projects are inhouse, i.e.
owned and developed by the Company, there has been a press-
ing tendency towards standardization of designs, for stan-
dardization will reduce both development and construction
costs. With increasing standardization of designs, it will
be feasible to compile a standard set of bill of quantities
for inhouse projects and the quantity surveyor's work can
be further streamlined. Computerization of this standard
BQ is logically the next stage in the development of the
newly established computer system.
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STAIRCASES WITH SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION
SEQUENCE
This section is for Stairs No. 33, 34,
35, 38 and 39 which are to be constructed
in special sequence in accordance with
the notes on Drawing No. 703/T/L907 or
otherwise as directed by the Engineer.






18,202.0038.00Sup. 479SidAR of wallE
76.0038.002Sup.Sloping soffit of staircaseF
Soffit of suspended slab exceedingG
266.0038.007Sup,225mm thick.
17,252.0038.00454Sup,Sides of railing.H
End of railing exceeding 75mm and notI
82. 809.20Run 9exceeding 150mm wide.
Ditto exceeding 150mm and not exceedingJ
1,265.0011.50110Run225mm wide.
Sloping top of wall exceeding 150mm andK
218 .5011.5019not exceeding 225mm wide. Run I






Mixing of mortars and plasters etc.
A To be all as described in 'Bricklayer' for the Mixing of Mortars".
All mixes are to be measured by volume unless otherwise stated.
Concrete to receive pavings or screeds
B Where concrete is shown or specified to be finished with cement and sand
or granolithic pavings or screeds, the finish, where practicable is to
be laid on the concrete whilst the latter is still 'green', (within
three hours of casting of concrete).
C When in the opinion of the Architect, the finish cannot immediately
follow on the concrete, the latter is to be hacked, thorougly cleaned,
well wetted and washed over with cement grout before finish is laid.
(See also 'Concretor' clause "Slab finish to receive topping").
Trowelled concrete
D Where trowelled concrete is specified the surface of the concrete is to
be trowelled smooth and flat using a steel hand or power trowel, or
float, leaving the surface free from trowel or float marks.
Metallic floor hardener
E The metallic floor hardener shall be natural colour "Masterplate" metallic
floor hardener, or equal to approval.
F The metallic hardener is to be mixed with non-airentrained Portland cement
at the rate of two parts of hardener to one part of cement by weight
nti 1 nniform colour is obtained.
G The mix is to be applied to the concrete floor before the initial set at
the rate of 3.20 kg of hardener per square metre of floor area.
H The mix is to be applied by the "Two shake" method, floating between shakes
and floating and trowelling after the second shake to produce a smooth
flat crfarn_
35





CODE DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE(HK$)
ORIGINAL BUDGET INPUT










CODE DESRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE(HK$)
Project Q.S. Chief Q.S. Contracts Manager
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APPENDIX 4











COMPONENT CODE DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY
Trade Code




COMPONENT CODE DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY
Trade Code















No. CODE DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE(HK$)
Operator Project O.S. Chief O.S. Contracts Manager
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CODE DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNITPRICE(HK$)







Date of Initialination :
Date Input Form No. Description
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APPENDIX 7
CODING OF BQ ITEMS Level 1
i
CodeTrade No.: 1
2 Plaster WorkBricklayer and Plasterer
LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
rnnF MATERIAL DIMENSION CODE DE FEATURE LOCATION
Screed Floor
00 Cementsand screed 00 General
0101 Pump roomSmooth surf screed
05 Under parquet floor02 Smooth surf screed with metallic
06hardener Under PVC tile
09 Bath tub wall03 40mm c.s. screed
04 c. s. Screed hardener 10 Bath tub bottom




08 Waterproof c.s. plaster
Wall
20 Internal wall10 P P (sheet) plaster





13 P P (bcwbw) plastor
31. Light wall
15 Gypsum limo plaster 32 Plantar wall
33 Parapet wall
34 F.S. inlet
20 Cement sand screed laid to fall
21 Cinder conc laid,to fall Coiling
22 Waterproof c.s. screed laid to fall 40 Suspended slab
4L Sides and soffit of beams
42' Canopy ceiling (exte wall)
30 Spatterdash
I
31 Off form finish Others
50 Stairs
Water 'tank5180 Machine trowelled cement sand screec
85 Cement sand pointing
55 Open string 125mm high




CODING OF BQ ITEM
Code SectiorTrade No.: 1
3 TilesBricklayer and Plasterer
LEVEL 2 LLVLL 3
CODE MATERIAL & DIMENSION CODE FEATURE & LOCATION
Mosaic with scroad andg Floor
00 Glass mosaic type 1 00 Bathroom
01 Glass mosaic type 2 01 Ktchine
02 Glass mosaic type 3 02 Lift lobby
03 Roof
10 Mosaic type 1
04 Office corridor
11 Mosaic type 2
08 General floor (extl)
12 Mosaic type 3
09 General floor
19 Glazod whito tilo
Wall
Tiles with scrood and ptg 3.0 Extornal wall
20 Floor tile type 1
11 Planter wall
21 Floor tile type 2
12 Bay window overhang
22 Floor tile type 3
13 A/C overhang
14 Canopy
40 Wall tile type 1
18 Extl wall of features
41 Wall tile typo 2
19 100 x 100mm window fin
42 Wall tile type 3




24 Office corridor70 Marble on c.s. screed with pointing
25 Balcony75 Terrazzo on c.s. screed with
pointing 29 Internal wall
80 Travertine on c.s. screed with
pointing
75 x 150mm nosing tile90
43APPENDIX 8
COMPOSITION OF COMPONENT CODE
A component code consists of 9 digits:-
AB-CC-DD-EE-
For ease of cross-reference, the structure of component codes
adopted for this computer system is identical to that for the Company's
central computer.
AB-- division code
A categorizes sub-divisions of Construction Department as
follows:-
0 for Construction Division
1 for Glorious Concrete
2 for SHK Trading






DD-- inter code, indicating classification of components according
to certain features
EE- minor code, further classification.
F- check digit
441PPENDIXBREAKDOWN BY MAJOR CODE
Materials( For Construction Division Only)
DESCRIPTIONCODE
DIVTSIONAL MAJOR MATERIAL ITEMS INCLUDED
01 01 Steel Bar High Tcnsile Mild Stool Structural
02 Timber Plywood Plank Strut Plastic Sheet
03 AMC
04 Cement Black/White Cement Snow Flake Cement
05 Lime Lime Dry/Wet Lime Paper Sand Yellow Soil
lime Paper Aggregate Granite Fine
06 Red Brick Iited Brick Cement Sand Solid Block
Concrete Solid Block Hollow Concrutu Bloc'
Mosaic Tiles Mosaic Tiles Glazed Mosaic Tiles
08 Tiles Glazed Wall Tiles Ceramic Wall Tiles
I S tp_n Ni no
IWater Proof Liquid Tricosal Ecosal LiquidWater Proof09
lwater Proof Cement PaintLlcluiLu
10 Wooden Door Teak/Luan Plywood Door San Cheong Door
I ['las tic Sheet Door
11 I Wooden Door
ITimber Door Frame Edge
LLdUl L'u6C
Lock Hinge Pull Handle Push Plate Bolt12 Door Ironmongery I
Magic Eye Door Stop
Steel Window Steel French Door Steel LouvrSteel Window13
(Fittins for Steel Window/DoorDoor
Sanitary Fixtures Bath Tub Toilet Sittings Wash Basin14
Toilet Water Tank Urinal Mirror Cabinet
Sea/Drink Water Pump Pressure Pump15 Pump
hmrsible Pumn
Mararinl fnr16





page: 1NON STANDARD B. Q. ITEMS AS AT 05/02/84
Cast Centre: 1- CHAI LOAN NO. 1
Trade No : 1 -- PLASTERER & BRICKLAYER
QuantityUnitDe criotionComponents
B. Q. Item Code: 12-00-0-01
: M2Unit
Description: 75MM SOLID BLOCK WALL PIPEDUCT
Unit Consumptions :




B. 0. Item Code: 20-06-0-01
Unit: M
Description: 100MM CS SKTG BACKING PARQUET
Unit Consumptions 3.0410BGPORTLAND GEMEN101-07-01-01-F
3.1094CFMARINE SAND01-08-04-01-1
3.2810FRLABOUR 2006002-20-06-00-1
Total number of B. U. Item Lodes:
1
APPENDIX 10
COMPONENT UNIT PRICE LISTING AS AT 05/02/84 Dage : 1
CHAI WA14 NO. 1Cost Centre: 1
UNIT PRICECOMPONENT CODE UNIT DESCRIPTION
Materia is
kG 20.0000NON METALLIC HARDENER01-04-02-03-0
0.4710RED BRICKPC01-05-01-01-2
0.35003'X40X9 SOLID CO'1C BLOCK01-05-O4-07-4 PC
3.2700WATERPROOFING POWDER01-06-04-01-5 LE
01-07-01 -01-9 17.620 0PORTLAND CEMENT6 c
95.5000WHITE PORT CE ENT01-07-07-1-01-7
10.4200B G LIME01-0 5-01-01
01-0 0-03-0 1 -3 3.5000DRY LIME PAPERCT
2.1700MARINE SA-ND01-08-04-01-1 CF
0.9800CF Y ELLCU SOIL01-03-06-01-6
is. 0200MARBLE TYPE iSF01-09-01-01-5
1.7000MOSAIC TYPE 101-10-52-01-5 SF
1.7000F MOSAIC TYPE01-10-52-03-2
2.0000GLAZED WHITE TILESF01-11-25-01-0
01 -11 -34-01 -2 2.1600WALL TILE TYPE 1SF
3. 1600FLOOR TILE TYPE 1SF01-11-35-01-9
1.3400NOSING TILE 150X75X131FR01-1 1-61-36-1





pace: 2CMPCINFNT UJJT PRICE LISTING AS AT 05/02/84




1.4000LABOUR 12000SF02-12-00-00-1 2.8000LABOUR 12004SF02-12-00-60-5 4.0000LABOUR 12007SF02-12-00-70-4 5.4000LABOUR 12008SF02-12-00-80-23
0.500002-20-0 1 -50-7 LABOUR 20015SF
2.0000LABOUR 20050SF02-20-05-00-3 1.6500LABOUR 20060FR02-20-06-00-1 4.0000LABOUR 20062FR02-20-06-20-9 4.0000LABOUR 20070FR02-20-07-00-9 8.0000LABOUR 20072FR02-20-07-20-7 7.5000LABOUR 20079FR02-20-07-90-0 3.7000LABOUR 20080FR02-20-08-00-7 2.3000LABOUR 20400SF02-20-40-00-0 0.7500LABOUR 20500SF02-20-50-00-9 1.4500LABOUR 20551SF02-20-55-10-7 0.9100LABOUR 20720SF02-20-72-00-3 1.4500LABOUR 20730SF02-20-73-00-1
0.9100LABOUR 21020SF02-21-02-00-8 0.5000LABOUR 21040SF02-21-04-00-4
0.7000LABOUR 22105SFn2-22-10--4
0.3000LABOUR 23020SF02-23-02-00-4
0.4200LABOUR 28000SF02-28-00-000-7 2.5000LABOUR 28590FR02-28-59-00-3 1.1000LABOUR 28691FR02-28-69-10-1




COMPONENT UNIT PRICE LISTING AS AT 05/02/84 page: 3
Cost Centre: 1- CHAI WAN NO. 1










ORIGINAL BUDGET (b. q. item basis)
o aae: 1
Cost Centre: 1
Description: CHAI WAN NO. 1
Date: 19/12/83
Data of initialisation: 01/12/83
Budoet Quantities:
Tr m ric I PI GSTFRFR R. P.R l IIKI AYFR
Ft_ f.1_ Ttam Unit Price OIKS)Un 1 t Quan t i tY Amour t (Hk$)Description
Standard
456.06M2 0.00225MM RED BRICK WALL 0.0010-00-6
M2 0.001106.09 0.007 5MM SOLID BLOCK WALL12-00-0
81.01 0.00M2 0.00225MM SOLID BLOCK WALL12-00-6
31 .5 0.00M2 0.00300MM SOLID BLOCK WALL12-00-7
17.00 0.00 0.00M2400MM SOLID BLOCK WALL12-00-8
0.00M2 1098.10 0.00CS SCREED UNDER ASPHALT ROOF20-01-5
0.00 0.001010.13M?20-05-0 CS SCREED TP STAIRCASE
0.00M 5333.13 0.00100MI-1 CS SKIRTING20-06-0
0.00 0.00180.13M22 5tM1M CS SKIRTING20-06-2
c, 0.00341M 0.00225MM CS SKIRTING (ROOF)20-06-2-01
49.07 0.00 0.00MCS 100X100MM CURB20-07-0
0.0019.84 0.00MCS 100X250MM CURB20-07-2
0.00 0.00359.95MCS 10OX150MM CURB STRING20-07-9
0.00 00.00128.00MCS 225MM CHANNEL20-08-0
0.001721 .20 0.00M2CS HARDENER SCREED FLOOR20-40-0
0.00 0.00M,2 138.9WATERPR CS SCREED FLOOR20-50-0
0.000.00475.10M2WATERPR CS SCREED TO WT20-55-1
0.00 0.00M2 1722.13CS PLASTER INTL WALL20-72-0
0.000.009664.90M2CS PLASTER TO EXTERNAL WALL20-73-0
0.000.0015552.49M2PP PLASTER TO INTERNAL WALL21-02-0
0.000.0026284.47M2PP PLASTER TO CEILING21-04-0
0.000.001102.10M2ROOF CINDER CONC LAID TO FALL22-10-5
0.002693 9.52 0.00M2SPATTERDASH INTL WALL23-02-0
0.000.0012174.10M2MACH. TROW. CS SCREED TO FLOOR28-00-0
0.000.002139.50MCS POINTING TO DOOR FRAt'1E28-59-0
0.000.003089.00MWATERPR CS PTG TO WINDOW FRAME28-69-1
0.000.00768.12M2MOSAIC 1 TO.BATHROOM FLOOR31-00-0
0.00 0.00360.00M2MOSAIC 3 STAIRCASE DADO31-22-3
0.000.00182.00M2MOSAIC 3 TO STAIRCASE31-25-0
0.000.0046.MMOSAIC 3 CURB STRING 100X15031-25-4
0.000.0035.02M2GLAZED WHITE TILE POTABLE WT31-96-5
0.000.00119.00M2FLOOR TILE I LIFT LOBBY32-00-2
0.000.001872.17M?WALL TILE 1 BATHROOM34-02-0
0.000.00904.13M2CANTON TILE AT ROOF36-10-3
0.000.00516.07M2MARBLE 1 INTERNAL WALL37-02-9






Description: CHI 1 1 NO. 1
Date: 05/02/84
Coun ter I.V.O. Date ofE.V.0.
paarkDescriptionNo. No. No. lipdatino
6 05/02/84 REVISION OF 3/F-7/F, THEN 5/F, 8/F AND 9/F PLAN VARIATION QUOTATION I AND 5(C)1




DETAILS OF UARIATION (b. q. item basis)
page: 1
Cost Centre: 1
Description: CH AI WAN NO. 1
Date: 05/02/84
Date of updating: 05/02/84Current output information: EVO 6
Description: REV I SI CN OF 3/F-7/F, THEN 5/F, 8/F AND 9/F PLAN
Date of updating:Previous updated information (P.M.)
Counter No. for P.M.
Remarks:
Trade: 1- PLASTERER BRICKLAYER
Amount (HK$)Unit Price (HK$)QuantityUnitDescriotionB. Q. Item
Omission
-10453.71-317.52 3? 92M2715MM SOLID BLOCK WALL12-00-0
-4020.74
-136.72 21.53M2CS PLASTER TO ETERNAL WALL20-73-0
-10193.9515.21-670 .0M2C.S.L. PLASTER INTL WALL21-22-0
-1303.27
-373.44 3.49M2SPATTERDASH INTL WALL
5.38
213-02-0
-1315.05-A--'4 4. 3 2M2MACH. TROW. CS SCREED TO FLOOR28-00-0
-8353.0341.33
-'20 0 .33M2MOSAIC 1 TO BATHROOM FLOOR31-00-0
-488.16 -282364. 985:3. I 1M2rtr I T I F I PATHOOM34-02-0
-64014.77Sub-total:
Addi tion
21232.743.92646.44M2751-111 SOLID BLOCK WALL12-00-0 21995.1039.40553.24M2100MM SOLID BLOCK WALL12-00-1 2839.736.37445.56M100MM CS SKIRTING20-06-0 5356.67A21 .53243.76M220 -73-0 CS PLASTER TO EXTERNAL WALL








DETAILS OF VARIATI CcornnonPnt haci c
Dage : 1
Cost Centre: 1
Description: CHAI WAN NO. 1
Date: 05/02/84
Current output information: EVO 6 Date of updating: 0Si-'O2/84
Description: REVISION OF 3/F-7/F, THEN 5/F, S/F AND 9/F PLAN
Previous updated information (P.V.I.): Date of updating
Counter No. for P.V.I.:
Remarks:
Trade: 1- PLASTERER BRICKLAYER
AdditionUnit tom. 1 ssienGesscriptioiComponent Net Quantity Unit Price (HKS Amount (HK$)
Materials
42434.9539PC 54396.853101-05-04-07-4 3X4X9° SOLID CONC BLOCK 0.35 14852 .23
-11961 .879 -345.3594
BG 873.8066 507.447201-07-01-01-9 PORTLAND CEMENT 17.62 8941.2?
-10.495415. S 7001-07-02-01-7 WHITE PORT CEMENT BG 5.3716 Q15. 50 512.99
-86.5`6BG 287.351101-08-01-01-7 LIME 200.7845 10.42 2092.17
01 -08-04-01-1 3016. 15:7 -1161. 3 1 1654.8206MARINE SAND CF 2.17 4024.96
-2270 x2572600.5672SF 330.241501-10-52-01-6 MOSAIC TYPE 1 1 .70 561.41
5517. 1- 58340.802201 -11 -3 4-01-2 WALL TILE TYPE 1 SF 2823.6667 2.16 6099.12
Subcontracting
-3418.1028t 92S6 • LL 6SF 3540.8238 1 .40 4957.1502-12-00-00-1 LAt-UUt 12000
6009.4536 0.0000SF 6009.453602-12-00-10-0 LABOUF 12001 1 .40 8413.24
0. 00000 14 61 .8824FR 1461.8824 1.5502-20-06-00-1 LABOUF 20060 2412.11
-2010.04082677.9014 667.8606 968.4002-20-73-00-1 LABOUF 20730 SF 1.45
-7212.7653 167229.4559 0.91 15223. 8023942.221202-21-22-00-6 LABOUF 21220 SF
-4020.0816 400.721335.7212 0.30SF 5855.802802-23-02-00-4 LABOUF 23020
-2630.1048 -1548.8682 -650.520.421081.236602-28-00-00-7 LABOUF 28000 SF
-2162.4732 503.291.60314.5533SF 2477.026502-31-00-00-1 LABOUF 31000






DETAILS OF VARIATION (b. q. item basis)
page: 1Cost Centre: 1
Description: CHAI WAN NO. 1
Date: 05/02/84
Current output information-: EVO 7 Date of updating: 05/02/84
Description: DOOR AND WINDOW AMENDMENT DUE TO LAYOUT PLAN VARIATION
Previous updated information (P.V.I.): EVO c Date of updating: 05/02/64Counter No. for P.V.I.: 1
.Remarks: VARIATION QUOTATION 1 AND 5(C)
Trade: 1- PLASTERER BRICKLAYER
B. Q. Item Descriotion Unit Quantity Unit Price (HK$) Amount (HK%%)
Omission
28-59-0 -121.92CS POINTING TO DOOR FRAME M -1179.109.67
-243.4428-69-1 WATERPR CS PTG TO WINDOW FRAME M -1527.834.45
Sub-total: 2706.93
Addition
28-59-0 CS POINTING TO DOOR FRAME M 320.64 9.6 3100.94




end of listing 4
54
APPENDIX 16
DETAILS OF VARIATION (component basis)
page: 1
Cost Centre: 1
Description: CHAI WAN NO. 1
Date: 05/02/84
Date at updating: 05/02/34Current output information: EVO 7
Description: DOOR AND WINDOW AMENDMENT DUE TO LAYOUT PLAN VARIATION
Date of updating: 05/02/84Previous updated information (P.V. I.): EVO 5
Counter No. for P.V.I.: 1
Remarks: VARIATION QUOTATION 1 AND 5(C)
Trade: I- PLASTERER BRICKLAYER
Amount (HK S)Unit Cmis: Son Net Quantity Unit Price (HK$)AdditionComconent Descricticn
Materials
-43.55
-13.319-33. 7945 3.2720 .4751LB01-06-04-01-5 WATERPROOFING POWDER
-14.5203 156.1317.623.351:BG 23.381901-07-01-01-9 PORTLAND CEMENT 1
-401-08-04-01 -1 46.5357 65.642.1730. 248376.7840CFMARINE SAND
Subcontracting
-4010.0195 1630.002.50652.00031052.0198FR02-23-59-00-3 LABOUR 28590






JPDATED BUDGET ANAYSIS (b. q. item basis)
pane: 1
Cost Centre: 1
Description: CHAI WAN NO.
Date: 05/02/84
Latest updated information: EVO 7 Date of updating: 05/02/84
Counter No.: 2
Remarks: 3/F-7/ F THEN 5/F 8/F 9./F
Trade: 1- PLASTERER BRICKLAYER
QuantityUnit Unit Price (HK$)Descridtion Amount (HK$)De:crIDtien B.Q.1temM2 91.83456.0622511 RED BRICK WALL 41878.6210-00-6
H2 1435.01751-11 SOLID BLOCK WALL 32.92 47244.9712-00-0
M2100MM SOLID BLOCK WALL 558.24 39.40 21995.1012-00-1
M2 8l .01 91.8322511.1 SOLID BLOCK WALL 7439.0212-00-6
M2 31.96 116.053001-IM SOLID BLOCK WALL 3708.7612-00-7
M2 17.00 155.45400MM SOLID BLOCK WALL 2642.6612-00-8
M2 1098.10 9.75CS SCREED LINDER ASF:L LT ROOF 10702.3020-01-5
H2 1010.13 30.97 31284.03CS SCREED TP STAIRCASE20-05-0
M 6.375778.69 36830.48100MM CS SKIRTING20-06-0
M 180.13 15.25 2746.47225MM CS SKIRTING20-06-2
H 341.97 15.25 5214.12225MM CS SKIRTING (ROOF)20-06-2-01
49.07 16.15 792.37HCS 100X1001:1 CURB20-07-0
H 29.27 3800.64129.84CS 10OX250MM CURB20-07-2
M 27.63 9945.85359.95CS 100X15OMM CURB STRING20-07-9
15.16M 1940.92128.00CS 225x-1 CHA NEL20-08-0
34.78M2 1721.20 59861.96CS HARDENER SCREED FLOOR20-40-0
16.68 2318.03M2 138.98WATERPR CS SCREED FLOOR20-50-0
475.10 24.21 11504.26M2WATERPR CS SCREED TO WT20-55-1
20 -72-0 15.72 27072.57M2 1722.13CS PLASTER INTL WALL
209455.069726.94 21.53M2CS PLASTER TO EXTERNAL WALL20-73-0
14.92 231982.50M2 15552.49PP PLASTER TO I NTE F '-a1_ WALL21-02-0
7.82 205505.13M2 26284.47PP PLASTER TO CEILING21-04-0
23644.0915.21M2 1554.06C.S.L. PLASTER INTL WALL21-22-0
17318.0715.71M2 1102.10ROOF CINDER CONC LAID TO FALL?L-10-5
94449.263.49M2 27063.60SPATTERDASH INTL WALL23-02-0
64752.665.38M2 12030.22MACH. TROW. CS SCREED TO FLO28-00-0
9.67 22617.03M 2338.62CS POINTING TO DOOR FRAME28-59-0
4.45 13139.562953.64MWATERPR CS PTG TO 4INDC.J FRtV28-69-1
41.63 33195.02797.34M2MOSAIC I TO BATHROOM FLOOR31-00-0
22251.7161.81360.00M2MOSAIC 3 STAIRCASE DADO31-22-3
11876.3265.25182.00M2MOSAIC 3 TO STAIRCASE31-25-0
2285.2849.6646.02MMOSAIC 3 CURB STRING 1100X15031-25-4
2160.2861.6835.02M2GLAZED WHITE TILE POTABLE WT31-96-5
7430.2462.44119.00M2FLOOR TILE 1 LIFT LOBBY2-00-2
123301.3058.112122.01M2WALL TILE 1 BATHROOC'134-02-0
46370.4051.29904.13M2CANTON TILE AT ROOF36-10-3
135289.57262.15516.07M2MARBLE 1 INTERNAL WALL37-02-9





UPDATED BUDGET ANALYSIS (component basis)
page : 1
Cost Centre: 1
Description: CHAI WARN NO. 1
Date: 05/02/84
Latest updated information: EVO 7 Date of updating: 05/02/84
Counter No.: 2
Remarks: 3/F-7/F THEN 5/F 8/F 9/F
Trade: 1- PLASTERER BRICKLAYER
Unit Price (HK$)QuantityUnit mount (HK$)DescriotIonComponent
Materials
20. 00405. 1705KG 3103.4101-04-02-03-0 NON METALL I C HARDENER
01-05-01 -01-3 0.47PC 57808.2486 27227.69RED BRICK
0.35PC 32523.4892 24.223601-05-04-07-4 3X4`X9 SOLID CONC BLOC 3 r,
.27687.2111 2247.18LB01-06-04-01-5 WATERPROOFING POWDER
17.62 162062.419197.6394B,01-07-01-01-9 PORTLAND CEMENT
95.50 9056.4894.8322BC01-0 7 -0 2-01-7 WHITE PORT CEMENT
10.42 69734.716692.3903BC,01-0 8-01-01-7 LIME
3.50 31511.609003.3137CT01-0 8-0 3-01-3 DRY LIME PAPER
67 635.302.17C F 31168.342801-03-04-01-1 MARINE SAND
0.98 2623.052676.57 86C F01-08-06-01-6 YELLC 4 SOIL
18.02 105103.35S F 5832.594101-05-01-01-5 MARBLE TYPE 1
1.70 15319.489011.4569SF01-10-52-01-6 MOSAIC TYPE 1
1.70 10747.686322.1 618SF01-10-52-03-2 MOSAIC TYPE 3
791.682.00395.8377SF01-11-25-01-0 GLAZED WHITE TILE
2.16 51802.7323982.7448SF01-11-34-01-2 WALL TILE TYPE 1
4249.973.161344.9261SF01-11-35-01-9 FLOOR TILE TYPE 1
7891.921.345889.4950FR01-11-61-36-1 NOSING TILE 150X75X1 SMM
7. d 26976.3910218.3303SF01-11-67-00-4 CANTON TILE
Subcon tract i no
13746.472.304909.4536SF02-10-00-60-9 LABOUR 1000 6
21627.101.4015447 .9257SF02-12-00-00-1 LABOUR 12000
8413.241.406009.4536SF02-12-00-10-0 LABOUR 12001
2.80 2441.82872.0802SF02-12-00-60-5 LABOUR 12006
4.00 1376.13344.0322SF02-12-00-70-4 LABOUR 12007
988.235.40183.0050SF02-12-00-80-3 LABOUR 12008
0.50 5910.5211821.0465SF02-20-01-50-7 LABOUR 20015
2.00 21748.1010874.0495SF02-20-05-00-3 LABOUR 20050
31283.811.6518959.8819FR02-20-06-00-1 LABOUR 20060
6852.014.001713.0036FR02-20-06-20-9 LABOUR 20062
643.994.00160.9987FR02-20-07-00-9 LABOUR 20 070
3408.04FR 8.00426.005002-20-07-20-7 LABOUR 20072
57
APPEND LX 18
UPDATED BUDGET ANALYSIS (component basis)
page: 2
Cost Centre: 1
Description: CHAI WAN NO. 1
Date : 05/02/84
Date of updating: 05.: U2/ 4Latest updated information: EVO 7
Counter No.: 2
Remarks: 3/F-7/F THEN 5/F 8/F 9/F
Trade: 1- PLASTERER BRICKLAYER







16870.240.9118533.7295SF02-20-72-00-3 LABOUR 20 720
151830.241.45104710.5091SF02-20-73-00-1 LABOUR 20730
152354.530.91167422.5549SF02-21-02-00-8 LABOUR 21020
141476.160.50282952.3196SF02-21-04-00-4 LABOUR 21040 15223.800.9116729.4559SF02-21-22-00-6 LABOUR 21220 8304.870.7011864.1065SF02-22-10-50-4 LABOUR 22105








INTERIM BUDGET (b. q. item basis)
page:
Cost Centre: 1
Description: CHAI WAN NO.
Date: 05/02/84
Date of updatinQ: 05/02/84
Latest updated intormation: tvu 01
Counter No.: 2
Remarks: 3/F-7/F THEN 5/F E:/ F 9/F
Trade: 1- PLASTERER BRICKLAYER








INTERIM BUDGET (component basis)
page : 1
Cost Centre : 1
Description: CHAI WAN NO. 1
Date : 05/02/84
Latest updated information : EVO 7 Date of updating : 05/02/84
Counter No.: 2
Remarks : 3/F-7/F THEN 5/F 8/F 9/F
Trade: 1- PLASTERER & BRICKLAYER
Amount (HK$)Finished Unit Price (HK$)QuantityUnitDescriotionComponent
Materials
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